Let A be a nite von Neumann algebra and p 2 A a projection. It is well known that the map which assigns to a positive normal functional of A its support projection, is not continuous. In this note it is shown that if one restricts to the set of positive normal functionals with support equivalent to a xed p, endowed with the norm topology, and the set of projections of A is considered with the strong operator topology, then the support map is continuous. Moreover, it is shown that the support map de nes a homotopy equivalence between these spaces. This fact together with previous work imply that, for example, the set of projections of the hyper nite II 1 factor, in the strong operator topology, has trivial homotopy groups of all orders n 1.
Introduction
It is well known that the function which assigns to each positive normal functional ' in a von Neumann algebra A, its support projection supp('), is not continuous, in any topology other than the coarse topology. This is the case even if A is nite dimensional. In fact, for any von Neumann algebra, it holds that the normal and faithful functionals are dense in norm among all the normal positive functionals (see 2]). However, a simple spectral argument shows that for matrix algebras, if one considers only functionals which have a priori equivalent supports, then the support function is continuous. The object of this note is to show that this holds for nite von Neumann algebras: i.e. the support is continuous among positive normal functionals with mutually Murray-von Neumann equivalent supports, when the set of projections of A is considered with the strong operator topology. Also, an easy example is shown, that this property does not hold for
B(H).
Finally, again under the assumption that A is nite, it is shown that the map supp de nes a homotopy equivalence between the space of states with support equivalent to p, in the norm topology, and the set of projections of A in the strong operator topology. Note that the connected components of the set of projections of a nite algebra coincide with the equivalence classes. In a previuos work with A. Varela 1] it is shown that this set of states has trivial homotopy groups of all orders for a class of factors which includes the hyper nite II 1 factor. It follows that for algebras 1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation: 46L30, 46L05, 46L10. 1 in this class, the set of projections in the strong operator topology, has trivial homotopy groups of all orders.
Clearly it is su cient to prove the continuity result for normalized functionals, i.e. states. For a xed projection p 2 A, let p (A) be the set of states of A with support equal to p, P p (A) the set of states with support equivalent to p, and S p (A) = fx 2 A : x x = pg the set of partial isometries of A with initial space p.
If is a state of A with support equivalent to p, then there exists a partial isometry x 2 S p (A) and ' 2 p (A) such that = '(x x), that is (a) = '(x ax). Namely, if supp( ) = q, and x such that x x = p and xx = q, put '(a) = (xax ). It is apparent that supp(') = p and '(x x) = . Conversely, note that if ' 2 Continuity of the support
The following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 2.1 Suppose that y n ; x 2 S p (A), and ' n ; ' 2 p (A), which are induced by vectors n ; 2 P . Then y n ! x strongly, and ' n ! ' in norm if and only if y n n ! x in H: Proof. If ' n ! ', then n ! . Then y n ! x strongly and ' n ! ' in norm, clearly imply that y n n ! x . On the other hand, suppose that y n n ! x . Then x y n n ! x x = p = .
The normal functionals ! x yn n = ' n (y n x x y n ) converge to ! = ' in the norm topology of the conjugate space of pAp. Consider the vectors n = x y n Jx y n n 2 P (note that x y n 2 pAp). Then ! n (a) ? ' n (y n xax y n ) = hax y n Jx y n J n ; x y n Jx y n J n i ? hax y n n ; x y n n i = hax y n n ; x y n (Jy n xx y n n ? n )i = hax y n n ; n i: Now ky n xx y n n ? y n x k = ky n x(x y n n ? )k kx y n n ? k ! 0. Also note that y n n ! x means that hx y n n ; i ! 1 (here we use the fact that hy n n ; y n n i = hx ; x i = 1), or equivalently h n ; y n x i ! 1, which by the same reason means that k n ?y n x k ! 0. These two facts imply that n ! 0. Therefore ! n ?' n (y n x x y n ) converges to zero in norm. It follows that ! n ! ' in norm, and therefore the vectors in P inducing these functionals converge in H, i.e. n = x y n Jx y n n ! . Then kx y n ? k kx y n J ? x y n Jx y n n k + kx y n Jx y n n ? k k ? x y n n k + kx y n Jx y n n ? k where both summands tend to zero by the remarks above. Therefore 0 ky n ? x k 2 = ky n k 2 + 1 ? 2Rehx y n ; i ! 0 (using that ky n k 1). Since is separating for pAp, it is cyclic for (pAp) 0 = pA 0 . Let b 0 2 pA 0 , then y n b 0 = b 0 py n ! b 0 px = xb 0 . Since the vectors b 0 are dense in H, and y n are bounded in norm, it follows that y n ! x for all in the range of p (= H). Since the operators y n are all partial isometries with initial space p, it follows that y n ! x strongly. Also, we have proven that y n x ! , and y n x ? n ! 0. Then n ! in H, which are the vectors inducing the functionals ' n and '. Therefore, ' n ! ' in norm.
2 Theorem 2.2 Suppose that x n ; x 2 S p (A) and ' n ; ' 2 p (A). Then ' n (x n x n ) ! '(x x) in the norm of the conjugate space of A if and only there exist unitaries u n 2 pAp such that x n u n ! x strongly, and ' n Ad(u n ) ! ' in norm : Proof. Note that ' n Ad(u n )((x n u n ) x n u n ) = ' n (x n x n ). If y n = x n u n ! x strongly and n = ' n Ad(u n ) ! ', then we must show that n (y n y n ) ! '(x x). Note that k n (y n ay n ) ? '(x ax)k k n (y n ay n ) ? '(y n ay n )k + k'(y n ay n ) ? '(x ax)k: The rst summand is bounded by k n ? 'kky n ay n k k n ? 'kkak. Suppose that ' is induced by a vector . Then '(y n ay n ) = hy n ay n ; i = hay n ; y n i and analogously '(x ax) = hax ; x i. Since y n ! x strongly, it follows that the functionals '(y n y n ) converge to '(x x) in norm, a fact which deals with the second summand.
Suppose now that ' n (y n y n ) ! '(x x). Then j' n (a) ? '(x x n ax n x)j = j' n (x n x n ax n x n ) ? '(x x n ax n x)j k' n (y n y n ) ? '(x x)kkak: In particular, putting a = p, one has '(x x n x n x) ! 1, i.e. x x n x n x ! in H, where 2 P is the unique vector inducing '. Indeed, kx x n x n x ? k 2 = kx x n x n x k 2 + 1 ? 2Rehx x n x n x ; i; and the claim follows using that kx x n x n x k 1 and hx x n x n x ; i = '(x x n x n x) ! 1. Therefore, for all a 2 pAp, hax n x ; x n x i ? hax n xJx n xJ ; x n xJx n xJ i = hax n x ; x n xJ( ? x x n x n x )i Since x n xJ( ? x x n x n x ) ! 0 in H, it follows that the induced functionals, i.e.
'(x x n x n x) ? ! x n xJx n xJ tend to zero in norm. From the above remarks it follows that ' n ?! x n xJx n xJ ! 0 in norm. Denote by n the vectors in P inducing ' n . Then x n xJx n xJ ? n ! 0: We claim that this implies that there exist unitaries in pAp such that x n u n ! x strongly and ' n Ad(u n ) ! ' in norm. The vector in P inducing the functional ' n Ad(u n ) is u n Ju n J n . By the above lemma, this claim is equivalent as saying that there exist unitaries such that x n u n u n Ju n J n = x n Ju n J n ! x in H. Suppose that this is not the case. Then there would exist subsequences of x n , n (which we shall denote again by x n and n ) such that for any choice of a unitary element u in pAp, one has kx n Ju J n ? x k d > 0. That is, Rehx n Ju J n ; x i 1 ? d 2 =2 for all unitaries u. Clearly this inequality is preserved by taking convex combinations of unitaries, as well as norm limits of these combinations. Therefore, by the Russo-Dye approximation theorem (see 3]), it follows that Rehx n Ja n ; x i 1 ? d   2   =2 for all a 2 pAp, kak 1. But this statement is in clear contradiction with the fact proved earlier, that x n xJx n xJ ? n ! 0 (choosing a = x n x for appropriate n).
2
Now our main result follows. Theorem 2.3 Let n be states of a nite von Neumann algebra A, with support projection equivalent to a given projection p, such that n ! in norm, and the support of is also equivalent to p. Then supp( n ) ! supp( ) strongly. Proof. It was shown that states with support equivalent to a given projection are of the form n = ' n (x n x n ), = '(x x), where supp(' n ) = supp(') = p and x n ; x 2 S p (A). By the theorem above, there exist unitaries u n in pAp such that x n u n ! x strongly. Since A is nite, this implies that u n x n ! x . Also, since these sequences are bounded in norm, the sequence of the products is also strongly convergent. Therefore x n u n u n x n = x n x n ! xx strongly. But as it was shown before, supp(' n (x n x n )) = x n x n and supp('(x x)) = xx , which completes the proof. 2 It is not di cult to nd an example of a sequence of faithful normal states in B(H), which converge in norm to a non faithful state, with support an in nite rank projection (therefore equivalent to the identity). In other words, the result above is not valid for in nite algebras. The following example is taken from 1].
Example 2. where a k are the diagonal entries of a. It is clear that this term tends to zero when n ! 1. The other summand can be dealt in a similar way, establishing our claim.
Homotopy properties of the support
From now on we will suppose that A is a nite von Neumann algebra. Fix a faithful normal tracial state . Using it is easy to nd a copy of the set E p of projections on A which are equivalent to p, which in this case coincides with the unitary orbit of p, inside the set of states with support equivalent to p. Namely, as the set f q : q 2 E p g where q denotes the state q (a) = (qa)= (p) (note that (p) = (q)). Moreover, this formula de nes a continuous section of supp. Let us denote by P p (A) the set of states of A with support equivalent to p. Proposition 3.1 The map E p ! P p (A), q 7 ! q is a continuous section for supp. The set E p with the strong operator topology is homeomorphic to the image f q : q 2 E p g of this section, regarded with the norm topology (of the conjugate space of A). Proof. It is clear that the support of q is q, therefore this map is a section. Let us see that it is continuous. Let p n converge strongly to q in E p . Suppose A represented in a Hilbert space H in such a way that is given by a (tracial) vector . For instance, take H = L 2 (A; ). Then j (p n a) ? (qa)j = jh(p n ? q)a ; ij = jha ; (p n ? q) ij kakk(p n ? q) k: Dividing by the common trace of all these projections, one obtains that pn ! q in norm. It remains to prove the converse, that if pn ! q in norm for p n ; q 2 E p , then p n ! q strongly. Since H = L 2 (A; ) is a standard form for A, convergence in norm of the positive functionals pn means convergence in H of their densities p n . It follows that p n ! q . Let a 0 be an element in the commutant of A. Then a 0 p n = p n a 0 ! qa 0 . Therefore p n converges to q in a dense subset of H, namely fa 0 : a 0 2 A 0 g. Since p n ; q have norm 1, it follows that p n ! q strongly.
2
In particular this implies that supp is an open mapping in our context.
The bre of the map supp over each projection in P p (A) is convex. This enables one to prove that in fact E p is a strong deformation retract of P p (A). Proposition 3.2 The image f q : q 2 E p g of the cross section above is a strong deformation retract of P p (A).
Proof. Consider the continuous map F t ( ) given by F t ( ) = t (supp( ) ) + (1 ? t) ; for 2 P p (A) and t 2 0; 1]. Then F 0 = Id, F 1 is a retraction onto the image of the cross section of supp (that is, essentially F 1 = supp), and for all t 2 0; 1] , F t ( q ) = q .
This implies that the space P p (A) in the norm topology has the same homotopy type as the space of projections of A in the strong operator topology.
In 4] S. Popa and M. Takesaki considered II 1 factors R which when tensored with an in nite type I factor admit a one parameter group of automorphisms which scales the trace. They proved that the unitary group of such factors is contractible in the strong operator topology. This class of algebras includes among others the hyper nite factor R 0 . Using their results and techniques, in 1] it was proven that the set P p (R) in the norm topology has trivial homotopy groups of all orders.
The following result follows.
Corollary 3.3 Let R be a II 1 factor with the property above. Let p 2 R be a projection. Then the set E p of projections of R which are equivalent to p, regarded with the strong operator topology, has trivial homotopy groups of all orders.
